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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
We read with interest Mohammed et al.’s article[1] about 

a 60-year-old female who developed classic Takotsubo 

syndrome (TTS), which was due to emotional stress from her 

work as a health worker in a senior care home, where several 

residents were infected with SARS-CoV-2 and some died 

from the infection. The patient’s professional responsibilities 

multiplied due to the quarantine of many of her colleagues[1]. 

It was concluded that TTS may result from emotional stress 

and that recognition of TTS requires knowledge of a patient’s 

living environment, mental health and daily stresses[1]. The 

study is appealing but raises the following comments and 

concerns. 

The main limitation of the study is that it remains unclear 

whether the patient was ever infected with SARS-CoV-2. 

The uncertainty is further reinforced by the question in 

the title[1]. Although the index patient tested negative for 

SARS-CoV-2 upon admission, it cannot be ruled out that the 

patient was previously infected with SARS-CoV-2 without 

developing classic pulmonary manifestations. Therefore, we 

should know whether the index patient tested positive for 

the presence of antibodies against SARS-CoV-2. A subclinical 

infection is conceivable because she initially worked 

unprotected with COVID-19 patients, and together with 

colleagues who had to be quarantined due to an infection. 

Since COVID-19 is frequently complicated by a cytokine 

storm manifesting as multisystem inflammatory syndrome 

(MIS)[2], we should know the serum levels of C-reactive 

protein, D-dimer, ferritin, interleukin (IL)-6, and the leukocyte 

and thrombocyte counts of the index patient. Because 

cardiac disease may be the initial manifestation of SARS-

CoV-2 infection[3] and because cardiac complications may 

occur in elderly patients with high inflammatory markers[4], 

it is important that TTS be considered a manifestation of 

COVID-19 in the index patient. A negative PCR test from 

a nasopharyngeal swab does not necessarily mean that the 

patient was not infected[5]. The sensitivity of PCR tests for 

SARS-CoV-2 varies depending on the product and is usually 

not 100%. The risk of a negative PCR test is particularly high 

in patients with high inflammatory markers[6]. 

Because the patient suffered from exertional dyspnoea 

a week before admission, it is critical that SARS-CoV-2 

associated pneumonia was properly ruled out. 

Since the patient had suffered a disorientation episode 

the day before admission[1], it is important that she was 

examined by a neurologist and underwent cerebral MRI and 

electroencephalography. Assuming that the TTS had already 

begun a week before presentation[1], it is conceivable that 
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the patient had suffered a transitory ischaemic attack (TIA) 

or a minor stroke due to low output failure and intracardiac 

thrombus formation. It is known that TTS is associated with 

an increased risk of ischaemic stroke[7]. It is also conceivable 

that the patient had suffered non-convulsive seizures 

triggered by low serum sodium levels secondary to sweating, 

the day before presentation.

Overall, this interesting case report has several limitations 

that should be addressed before attributing the development 

of TTS to emotional stress. Since MIS following infection 

with SARS-CoV-2 has not been sufficiently ruled out, TTS 

triggered by the immunological reaction to the virus cannot 

be definitively ruled out.
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